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What is the relationship between acoustic indices as soundscape
complexity measurements and landscape and habitat features in 
tropical Andean environments?.
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• 6 days per site / 24 h
• 1‐min recording / 15 min
• Rate: 22.05 KHz





























































indices 1 min  Max value / hour 24 values/day



































































Correlation coefficients for acoustic indices and landscape
ADI ACI BI TE M NP ESV AR
Vegetation ‐0.06 0.00 ‐0.12 ‐0.38 ‐0.12 ‐0.11 0.03 ‐0.31
Terrain 0.29 ‐0.24 ‐0.04 0.12 0.14 ‐0.20 ‐0.11 0.11
Soil 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.30 0.28 ‐0.04 ‐0.06 0.31
Water 0.11 ‐0.06 0.26 ‐0.18 ‐0.03 0.26 0.10 ‐0.28
Fragmentation ‐0.40 0.00 ‐0.10 0.11 ‐0.31 ‐0.20 ‐0.27 0.12
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Correlation analyses by period



















































































Proposed acoustic indices as indicadors of the landscape conditions
Conclusions and future work
• ADI (Acoustic Diversity Index) can be used as specific monitoring
tool of fragmentation conditions in Andean environments.
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• The acoustic monitoring of dusk – nocturnal time provides the
most relevant information about landscape conditions.
• Integration of additional landscape and soundscape metrics
in the analysis and assessing trends of the relationships in a 
larger time lapse.
• Specific acoustic indices can be linked to particular attributes 
of landscape in Andean environments
Conclusions and future work
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